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A. Overview to function [Remove Online Collection] 
 

Online collections change. Moreover, with the current FRBR method of cataloging such 

as RDA, a work can have many manifestations, including print and multiple URLs for 

heterogeneous aggregators. The goal of function [Remove Online Collection] is to easily 

and correctly removal old URLs (and when appropriate the entire work) while preserving 

other unrelated persistent manifestations (i.e., don't lose live and active data such as the 

print holdings or other aggregators' links). 

 

Function [Remove Online Collection] is found on the Cataloging menu. It consists of 

many fundamental CyberTools functions such as MARC Boolean Search and Batch 

Control. All of the components should look familiar. Function [Remove Online 

Collection] is a "software wizard":  although you could perform each of its steps 

individually, [Remove Online Collection] will guide you. It also adds a level of 

verification and editing that would be difficult to manually execute. Ideally it also helps 

prevent mistakes. 

 

Function [Remove Online Collection] can be run before or after an aggregator's update. 

For updating smaller aggregator's collections (i.e., less than 2000 works), running 

[Remove Online Collection] before an aggregator’s update might be easiest. When 

updating larger aggregator’s collections, a library may benefit from running [Remove 

Online Collection] after an aggregator's update with the goal of removing decremented 

works or their URLs. For example, importing 6000 works from a spreadsheet via 

function [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] could take a long time if the bibs are not 

already in the catalog. However, running Function [Remove Online Collection] after an 

aggregator's update takes a little more know-how. This is discussed later in this 

document. 
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Function [Remove Online Collection] runs inside the window Process Control.  Here's an 

example of the window where the cataloger is removing ovid.com: 
 

================================================================ 

 Process Control 

 

     Function [Remove Online Collection] 

     1. See instructions at the Knowledge Center->ERM-> 

     Remove Online Collection. 

     2. Searching for batches not DONE... 

     3. Searching for batches not DONE: no problems. 

     4. MARC Boolean Search for the collection 

     5. Sorting 327 bib(s) for removal or editing from search: 

        Set A 856 $u Contains ovid.com 

     6. Batch# 7329: Remove online only bibs 

     7. Batch# 7330: Remove URL for online only with other  

     unrelated URLs. 

     8. Batch# 7331: Remove URL for bibs with print 

     9. Batch# 7332: Remove URL for bibs with print with  

     other unrelated URLs. 

     10. Done. Archive this log and/or Close the window now. 

 

     [Workstation] [Printer] [File] [E-mail] [Close] [Help] 

================================================================ 

 

Essentially the Process Control window is a log. At the end of the process, you can print 

or archive the log. The window itself does nothing else. 

 

 

B. Steps 
Function [Remove Online Collection] steps are: 

 

 1. See instructions at the Knowledge Center->ERM-> 

    Remove Online Collection. 

 2. Searching for batches not DONE. 

 3. MARC Boolean Search for the collection. 

 4. Sort the found works for removal or editing. 

 5. Remove online only bibs which are being used only by your 

    catalog or a consistent group of catalogs in a union catalog. 

 6. When there is print or other aggregators' URLs, then remove 

    URLs which are only used by your catalog or a consistent group 

    of catalogs in a union catalog. 

 7. When the URL is used by many catalogs, but only your catalog 

    is no longer using the URL, then remove the URL restriction  

    for your catalog while preserving the other catalogs'  

    restrictions. 

 8. Offer the option to edit the bibs via Batch Control. 

 9. Done. Archive this log and/or Close the window now.  

 

All of the above is done in minutes. 

 

Each step is now discussed in detail. 
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1. See instructions at the Knowledge Center->ERM->Remove Online Collection. 

The Knowledge Center can be found at your Staff Functions page or on Menu Main. 

Following these links will yield this document. It includes links to two WebEx tutorial 

recordings: 

 

  - Basics (10 minutes); 

  - Union Catalog Example (5 minutes). 

 

2. Searching for batches not DONE 

This step will display all batches that are not DONE, CANCELLED, or DELETED, e.g.: 
 

 |--------------------------Warning------------------------------ 

 | These batches are not DONE & may interfere with this session:| 

 | Batch# 6434 by JOHN has 1864 bib(s) from 09/06/2013 as HOLD. | 

 | Batch# 6436 by JOHN has 1864 bib(s) from 09/06/2013 as HOLD. | 

 | Batch# 6508 by CONNIE has 1 bib(s) from 10/25/2013 as INUSE. | 

 | Batch# 6733 by CONNIE has 1 bib(s) from 03/18/2014 as HOLD.  | 

 | [Stop session]  [Continue with session]  [Print]             | 

 |--------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Its function [Stop session] allows the cataloger to stop this process in order to deal with 

unresolved batches. Use the Cataloging function [Batch Control] to resolve the individual 

bibs, or use Cataloging function [Cancel All Open Batches] (but not if you are in a union 

catalog!). Conversely function [Continue with session] charges forward. If one of your 

target bibs is in an unresolved batch then you will not be able to add it to a new batch. 

 

3. MARC Boolean Search for the collection: 

This is the standard function [MARC Boolean Search] as found at Staff Functions-> 

Search Catalog-> Change Search Method->MARC Boolean Search. Here is an example 

of its window when searching for ovid.com: 

 
================================================================ 

 Search & Select Bibs for function [Remove Online Collection] 

 Set Tag    Ind 1 Ind 2 Subfield  Condition          Search for 

 A  856     4      *      u         Contains         ovid.com  

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 B                                                    

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 C      

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Boolean Equation A                  [ ] Normalize Search Terms 

 [Search Now]  [Add Set]   [Properties...]          [Help...] 

 [Clear Search][Remove Set][Change Search Method...][Close] 

 ---Saved Results:  327           ------------------------------- 

 AORN journal.                                                  

 The Journal of nursing administration.                           

 The American journal of nursing.                                 

 American journal of obstetrics and gynecology.                   

  Sort by Title v  Results Action: [Review]  [Hold]  [Clear All] 

  Format by MARC Export                           

  Output: [Workstation] [Printer] [File] [E-mail] 

================================================================ 

 

In a non-union catalog, the typical search is for tag 856 subfield u Contains the 

aggregator's server name. Other subfields to consider: 

 

 - tag 856 subfield 9, CyberTools URL extensions, for ONLY and 

 your catalog's short name. If you are in a union catalog, and you 

 restricted your collection to your library, then you must use  

 this additional search SET; 

http://cybertoolsforlibraries.com/library/library.php
http://cybertoolsforlibraries.com/library/library.php#ERM
http://cybertoolsforlibraries.com/library/remove_online_collection.pdf
http://cybertools.biz/webex/Remove_Online_Collection_Basics.arf
http://cybertools.biz/webex/Remove_Online_Collection_Union_Catalog.arf
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 - tag 856 subfield y, Link Text, for your unique wording; 

 

 - tag 856 subfield x, Non-public Comment, for the importer's  

 stamp, e.g.,  

 

        856 $x ACME CONNIE 20140817 batch#6281 

 

 where the format is CATALOG USER DATE BATCH#. These data became  

 available for imports in mid August 2014; 

 

 - tag 979: 

     $b Date entered the catalog YYYYMMDD 

     $c Method entered the catalog 

     $d Original batch number  

     $e Original user 

     $f Last batch number 

     $g Last user  

     $h Source MARC file (e.g. nejm.mrc) or Z39.50 server (e.g.  

        SHDWNLM). Note that $h started in mid-August 2014; 

 

 - tag 005, Date and Time of Latest Transaction, in the format  

 YYYYMMDDHHMMS. If you use this then use it with Condition 

 CONTAINS or START WITH and match on YYYYMMDD. 

 

IMPORTANT SUGGESTION:  After conducting the search, reviewing the results and 

using Select All and Main, use the Saved Results Format by MARC Export and the 

Saved Results Output function [File]. This is your safety net. The MARC file can be re-

imported if necessary. Do this before selecting [Close] on Main. 

 

4. Sort the found works for removal or editing: 

This step sorts the found works for removal or editing. It is not interactive. 

 

5. Remove online only bibs which are being used only by your catalog or a 

consistent group of catalogs in a union catalog: 

This step removes bibs that have no other URLs or print holdings other than the specific 

URL indicated in the Boolean search. It removes these online only bibs that are used only 

by your catalog or a consistent group of catalogs (union). 

 

6. When there is print or other aggregators' URLs, then remove URLs which are 

only used by your catalog or a consistent group of catalogs in a union catalog: 

The bibs are not removed, rather, the targeted URL is removed. Print and other 

aggregators' URLs remain. 

 

7. When the URL is used by many catalogs, but only your catalog is no longer using 

the URL, then remove the URL restriction for your catalog while preserving the 

other catalogs' restrictions: 

The bibs are not removed. The 856 subfield 9 value  

 

   ONLY YourCatalogShortName,OtherCatalogShortName  

 

is modified, removing YourCatalogShortName but leaving OtherCatalogShortName. 

Print and other aggregators' URLs remain.
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8. Offer the option to edit the bibs via Batch Control: 

This option is typically not selected, but it can be used to individually edit bibs or use the 

Batch Control->Tools-> Global Tag and Subfield Editor. 

  

Steps 4 through 8 are typically not interactive except in union catalogs. Batch Control can 

only occur in a union catalog, and that is only when there is a complex tag 856 $9 ONLY 

catalog restriction. Specifically, if the tag 856 has subfield 9 with an ONLY restriction 

that includes more than one catalog and includes the cataloger's catalog, then the software 

will offer a pop-up for the cataloger to determine how to manage the resource: 

 
 |-----------------------------Edit Decision--------------------| 

 | http://online.statref.com/document.aspx?FxId=228&DocID=1     | 

 | &grpalias=AZHIN                                              | 

 | for 79 bibs, e.g., MARC# 31733, AACN protocols for practice. | 

 | is restricted to the following catalogs:                     | 

 | ACME, GENERAL, & UNIVERSITY                                  | 

 | These bibs do not have print.                                | 

 | These bibs do not have additional URLs.                      | 

 | [Remove my catalog's ONLY restriction on these URLs]         | 

 | [Remove these bibs for all catalogs]                         | 

 | [Go to Batch Control for manual editing]                     | 

 | [Display MARC]                                               | 

 | [Cancel]                                                     | 

 |--------------------------------------------------------------| 

 

Function [Remove my catalog's ONLY restriction on these URLs] will remove your 

catalog's short name from the 856 $9 ONLY list, e.g., if you are ACME then 

  

 856 $9 ONLY ACME,GENERAL,UNIVERSITY 

 

will become 

 

 856 $9 ONLY GENERAL,UNIVERSITY 

 

Function [Remove these bibs for all catalogs] does just that. 

 

Function [Go to Batch Control for manual editing] does just that. Once there you can 

individually edit bibs and/or use Tools->Global Tag and Subfield Editor 

 

[Display MARC] will display all of the work's MARC numbers and titles and all of their 

URLs. The MARC number is hyperlinked to the OPAC View Picks display and the 

URLs are actual links. 

 

[Cancel] ends the session to this point. Any editing thus far is permanent.  

 

9. Done. Archive this log and/or Close the window now.  

To archive the log, use function [File] to save the log on your workstation, or function [E-

Mail] to save elsewhere. 

 

 

C. Using Function [Remove Online Collection] after a collection update. 
When you import the updated collection, the current software adds to each record a 

MARC tag 856  subfield x, Non-public Comment, in the format: 

  

     856 $x CatalogShortName User YYYYMMDD batch#NNNNN 
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where CatalogShortName is the catalog's short name, e.g., if the catalog is Acme Medical 

then the short name is probably Acme. User is the cataloger's first name. YYYYMMDD 

is the date the URL was added to the batch. "batch#NNNNN" is the token "batch#" 

followed by the actual batch number. So if you update a collection today, and are 

removing the old URLs today, you can use today's date to identify the old URLs (or the 

batch number). 

 

Now run function [Remove Online Collection]. The MARC Boolean Search will be 

 
Set Tag    Ind 1 Ind 2 Subfield  Condition       Search for 

 A  856     4      *      u      Contains        SERVER.COM 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 B  856     4      *      x     Does Not Exist                    

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 C  856     4      *      x     Does Not Contain YYYYMMDD 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Boolean Equation A AND (B OR C)      [ ] Normalize Search Terms 

 

where SERVER.COM is the server's domain name, e.g., ovid.com. YYYYMMDD is the 

batch date for the update (probably today). Please also note that you need to change the 

Boolean Equation to: 

 

     A AND (B OR C)       

 


